1) To Change Tonality of Image
This can be a quick way of adjusting images.

To Lighten an image, duplicate the layer and turn the mode of the duplicate to Screen (above)
To Darken an image, duplicate the later and turn the mode to Multiply (or darken)

2) Soft Light Adding Fog

This is a popular technique for giving a pastel feel to images eg seascapes, flowers.
3) Soft Light – Dodge and Burn

An excellent way to lighten or darken large or very small areas of your image selectively and nondestructively. Add a New Layer and turn Blending to Soft Light.
White brush will lighten areas darker than midgrey and black brush will darken anything lighter than
midgrey. Use a low opacity brush (5-10%) so you gradually build up the effect that you want

4) Darken to Remove Halos
Great method for removing halos that have arrived during overenthusiastic adjustment of tones or
clarity. Again work at low opacity and sample the areas repeatedly close to the halo. For areas with a
texture, use the clone tool rather than a brush but still onto a darken layer

5) Color Mode
Change colour of part of image but retain all underlying detail

6) Luminosity to Increase Clarity

7) Color blend Layer Over Monochrome layer
This will give subdued colour to the image and increased
clarity

8) Soften Layer with Screen Mode and Gaussian Blur
Great way to give a ‘dreamy’ appearance to an image

9) Lighten (etc) mode for Fireworks, Snow, Moon

Two uses of the ‘lighten blend group’ to add elements to an image without any complicated masking
10) Screen Mode for Snow

11) Creative Addition of Textures Using Blending Modes

The Blending Modes
Screen brightens by lightning the lower layer based
on the lightness of the upper layer. The result is
always lighter, and makes it a good mode for
correcting exposure in photos that are too dark.
Color Dodge dodges the lower layer with the upper
layer, resulting in a lighter image. No part of the
image will be darkened.
Linear Dodge works like screen but with more
intense results

The layer blend modes give different ways
for a layer to interact with, or “blend” with,
the layer or layers below it. The only other
way of blending layers together is by
reducing the opacity (or fill) of a layer,
which doesn’t give the creative results of
blending.
The blend modes are divided up into different
groups
Normal mode is the default. The colors of the two
layers will not interact in any way, and it will
display the full value of the colors in layer 1.
Dissolve makes the lower layer take on the colors
of the top layer, and how much depends on the
opacity of the upper layer. Dissolve only affects
pixels with some transparency
Darken compares each pixel value of the upper
layer to its counterpart's pixel value of the lower
layer and chooses the darker of the two to display.
Multiply darkens the lower layer based on the
darkness of the upper layer. No part of the image
will get lighter. Any applied tone darker than white
darkens the lower layer.
Color Burn burns in the color of the upper layer
with the lower layer. No part of the image will get
lighter.
Linear Burn works like multiply but the results are
more intense.
Lighten compares the two layers pixel for pixel and
uses the lightest pixel value. No part of the image
gets darker.

Overlay multiplies the light colors and screens the
dark colors.
Soft Light will multiply the dark tones and screen
the light tones.
Hard Light multiplies the dark colors and screens
the light colors.
Vivid Light will dodges or burn the lower layer
pixels depending on whether the upper layer pixels
are brighter or darker than neutral gray. It works on
the contrast of the lower layer.
Linear Light is the same as Vivid light but it works
on the brightness of the lower layer.
Pin Light changes the lower layer pixels depending
on how bright the pixels are in the upper layer. It
acts like Multiply when the upper layer color is
darker than neutral gray, and acts like screen if the
upper layer color is lighter than neutral gray.
Difference Looks at the color information in each
channel and subtracts either the blend color from
the base color or the base color from the blend
color, depending on which has the greater
brightness value.
Exclusion Creates an effect similar to but lower in
contrast than the Difference mode.
Hue Creates a result color with the luminance and
saturation of the base color and the hue of the blend
color.
Saturation Creates a result color with the
luminance and hue of the base color and the
saturation of the blend color.
Color Creates a result color with the luminance of
the base color and the hue and saturation of the
blend color. This preserves the gray levels in the
image and is useful for coloring monochrome
images and for tinting color images.
Luminosity Creates a result color with the hue and
saturation of the base color and the luminance of
the blend color. This mode creates the inverse effect
of Color mode.

